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ABSTRACT

profiler impacts the system’s overall bit error rate (BER) when using
a repair mechanism to tolerate DRAM data-retention errors. We
show that HARP identifies all errors faster than the best-performing
baseline algorithm (e.g., by 3.7× for a raw per-bit error probability
of 0.75). We conclude that HARP effectively overcomes the three
error profiling challenges introduced by on-die ECC.

Aggressive storage density scaling in modern main memories causes
increasing error rates that are addressed using error-mitigation
techniques. State-of-the-art techniques for addressing high error
rates identify and repair bits that are at risk of error from within
the memory controller. Unfortunately, modern main memory chips
internally use on-die error correcting codes (on-die ECC) that obfuscate the memory controller’s view of errors, complicating the
process of identifying at-risk bits (i.e., error profiling).
To understand the problems that on-die ECC causes for error
profiling, we analytically study how on-die ECC changes the way
that memory errors appear outside of the memory chip (e.g., to the
memory controller). We show that on-die ECC introduces statistical
dependence between errors in different bit positions, raising three
key challenges for practical and effective error profiling: on-die
ECC (1) exponentially increases the number of at-risk bits the profiler must identify; (2) makes individual at-risk bits more difficult
to identify; and (3) interferes with commonly-used memory data
patterns that are designed to make at-risk bits easier to identify.
To address the three challenges, we introduce Hybrid ActiveReactive Profiling (HARP), a new error profiling algorithm that
rapidly achieves full coverage of at-risk bits based on two key insights. First, errors that on-die ECC fails to correct have two sources:
(1) direct errors from raw bit errors in the data portion of the ECC
word and (2) indirect errors that on-die ECC introduces when facing uncorrectable errors. Second, the maximum number of indirect
errors that can occur concurrently is limited to the correction capability of on-die ECC. HARP’s key idea is to first identify all bits
at risk of direct errors using existing profiling techniques with the
help of small modifications to the on-die ECC mechanism. Then,
a secondary ECC within the memory controller with correction
capability equal to or greater than that of on-die ECC can safely
identify bits at-risk of indirect errors, if and when they fail.
We evaluate HARP in simulation relative to two state-of-the-art
baseline error profiling algorithms. We show that HARP achieves
full coverage of all at-risk bits faster (e.g., 99th-percentile coverage
20.6%/36.4%/52.9%/62.1% faster, on average, given 2/3/4/5 raw bit errors per ECC word) than the baseline algorithms, which sometimes
fail to achieve full coverage. We perform a case study of how each
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INTRODUCTION

Modern memory technologies that are suitable for main memory (e.g., Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) [38, 116],
Phase-Change Memory (PCM) [17, 101, 102, 151, 177], Spin-Transfer
Torque RAM (STT-RAM) [56, 97]) all suffer from various error mechanisms that play a key role in determining reliability, manufacturing
yield, and operating characteristics such as performance and energy
efficiency [17, 21, 45, 62, 74, 87, 97, 101, 102, 107, 116, 144, 174, 184].
Unfortunately, as memory designers shrink (i.e., scale) memory process technology node sizes to meet ambitious capacity, cost, performance, and energy efficiency targets, worsening reliability becomes
an increasingly significant challenge to surmount [10, 21, 54, 74, 87,
89, 91, 107, 116, 129, 132, 136, 144, 150, 170]. For example, DRAM
process technology scaling exacerbates cell-to-cell variation and
noise margins, severely impacting error mechanisms that constrain
yield, including cell data-retention [21, 46, 47, 54, 74, 76, 77, 93, 110,
136, 144, 147, 161, 171] and read-disturb [40, 52, 87, 91, 131, 132, 141]
phenomena. Similarly, emerging main memory technologies suffer
from various error mechanisms that can lead to high error rates if
left unchecked, such as limited endurance, resistance drift, and write
disturbance in PCM [10, 62, 73, 88, 101, 105] and data retention, endurance, and read disturbance in STT-RAM [9, 25, 28, 134, 152, 170].
Therefore, enabling reliable system operation in the presence of
scaling-related memory errors is a critical research challenge for
allowing continued main memory scaling.
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Error mitigation mechanisms and on-die ECC. Modern systems tolerate errors using error-mitigation mechanisms, which prevent errors that occur within the memory chip from manifesting
as software-visible bit flips. Different error-mitigation mechanisms
target different types of errors, ranging from fine- to coarse-grained
mitigation using hardware and/or software techniques. §2.1 reviews
main memory error-mitigation mechanisms.
To address increasing memory error rates, memory chip manufacturers have started to incorporate on-die error-correcting codes
(on-die ECC).1 On-die ECC is already prevalent among modern
DRAM (e.g., LPDDR4 [98, 99, 121, 140, 145, 146], DDR5 [67]) and
STT-RAM [39] chips because it enables memory manufacturers to
aggressively scale their technologies while maintaining the appearance of a reliable memory chip. Unfortunately, on-die ECC changes
how memory errors appear outside the memory chip (e.g., to the
memory controller or the system software). This introduces new
challenges for designing additional error-mitigation mechanisms at
the system level [21, 32, 43, 69, 115, 137, 142, 162] or test a memory
chip’s reliability characteristics [41, 44, 145, 146].
In this work, we focus on enabling a class of state-of-the-art
hardware-based error-mitigation mechanisms known as repair
mechanisms2 [61, 92, 93, 109, 111, 112, 135, 136, 150, 157, 158,
162, 168, 171, 176, 179, 180] when used alongside memory chips
with on-die ECC. These repair mechanisms operate from outside the memory chip (e.g., from the memory controller) to identify and repair memory locations that are at risk of error (i.e.,
are known or predicted to experience errors). In particular, prior
works [92, 136, 157, 158, 168] show that bit-granularity repair mechanisms efficiently tackle high error rates (e.g., > 10−4 ) resulting
from aggressive technology scaling by focusing error-mitigation
resources on bits that are known to be susceptible to errors.
Fig. 1 illustrates a system that uses both a repair mechanism
(within the memory controller) and on-die ECC (within the memory
chip). On-die ECC encodes all data provided by the CPU before
writing it to the memory. On a read operation, on-die ECC first
decodes the stored data, correcting any correctable errors. The
repair mechanism then repairs the data before returning it to the
CPU. The repair mechanism performs repair operations using a list
of bits known to be at risk of error, called an error profile.
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action to search for at-risk memory locations or passively monitors
memory to identify errors as they occur during normal system
operation. Prior works [11, 12, 24, 27, 29, 30, 40, 48, 76–79, 82, 84,
86, 87, 103, 104, 109–111, 132, 145, 147, 149, 150, 159, 168, 171, 183]
propose a variety of algorithms for active profiling. In general, these
algorithms all search for errors using multiple rounds of tests that
each attempt to induce and identify errors (e.g., by taking exclusive
control of the memory chip [110, 145, 147, 168]). The algorithms
maximize the chance of observing errors to identify as many at-risk
bits as possible by testing under worst-case conditions (e.g., data and
access patterns, operating conditions). Only BEEP [145] accounts
for the effects of on-die ECC by first reverse-engineering the on-die
ECC implementation, so we refer to all other active profiling algorithms as Naive in the context of this work. In contrast, proposals
for reactive profiling passively monitor an error-detection mechanism (typically an ECC) to identify errors as they occur during
normal system operation [14, 63, 119, 128, 149, 150, 156, 159].
Regardless of the profiling algorithm, any at-risk bits that the
profiler misses will not be repaired by the repair mechanism that
the profiler supports. Therefore, achieving practical and effective
repair requires a profiling algorithm that quickly and efficiently
achieves high coverage of at-risk memory locations.
On-die ECC’s impact on error profiling. Unfortunately, ondie ECC fundamentally changes how memory errors appear outside
of the memory chip: instead of errors that follow well-understood
semiconductor error models [66], the system observes obfuscated
error patterns that vary with the particular on-die ECC implementation [145, 146]. This is a serious challenge for existing profiling
algorithms because, as §4 shows, on-die ECC both (1) increases the
number of at-risk bits that need to be identified and (2) makes those
bits harder to identify. Even a profiler that knows the on-die ECC
implementation (e.g., BEEP [145]) cannot easily identify all at-risk
bits because it lacks visibility into the error-correction process.
Our goal is to study and address the challenges that on-die
ECC introduces for bit-granularity error profiling. To this end, we
perform the first analytical study of how on-die ECC affects error
profiling. We find that on-die ECC introduces statistical dependence
between errors in different bit positions such that, even if raw bit
errors (i.e., pre-correction errors) occur independently, errors observed by the system (i.e., post-correction errors) do not. This raises
three new challenges for practical and effective bit-granularity error
profiling (discussed in detail in §4).
First, on-die ECC transforms a small set of bits at risk of precorrection errors into a combinatorially larger set of bits at risk
of post-correction errors. §4.1 shows how this exponentially increases the number of bits the profiler must identify. Second, on-die
ECC ties post-correction errors to specific combinations of precorrection errors. Only when those specific pre-correction error
combinations occur, can the profiler identify the corresponding
bits at risk of post-correction errors. §4.2 shows how this significantly slows down profiling. Third, on-die ECC interferes with
commonly-used memory data patterns that profilers use to maximize the chance of observing errors. This is because post-correction
errors appear only when multiple pre-correction errors occur concurrently, which the data patterns must account for. §4.3 discusses
the difficulty of defining new data patterns for use with on-die ECC.
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Figure 1: High-level block diagram of a system that uses a repair
mechanism with a memory chip that uses on-die ECC.

Error profiling. Repair mechanisms depend on having a practical algorithm for identifying at-risk memory locations to repair. We
refer to this as an error profiling algorithm. We classify a profiling
algorithm as either active or reactive depending on whether it takes
1 Our

work applies to any memory chip that is packaged with a proprietary ECC
mechanism; on-die ECC is one embodiment of such a chip.
2 We discuss repair mechanisms in detail in §2.2.
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To address these three challenges, we introduce Hybrid ActiveReactive Profiling (HARP), a new bit-granularity error profiling
algorithm that operates within the memory controller to support
a repair mechanism for memory chips with on-die ECC. HARP is
based on two key insights. First, given that on-die ECC uses systematic encoding (i.e., data bits are preserved one-to-one during ECC
encoding3 ), there are only two possible types of post-correction errors: (1) direct errors, corresponding to pre-correction errors within
the systematically encoded data bits; and (2) indirect errors, resulting from mistaken correction operations (i.e., miscorrections) on-die
ECC performs for uncorrectable errors. Second, because on-die ECC
corrects a fixed number N of errors, at most N indirect errors can
occur concurrently (e.g., N = 1 for a Hamming code [49]).
Based on these insights, the key idea of HARP is to reduce the
problem of profiling a chip with on-die ECC into that of a chip
without on-die ECC by separately identifying direct and indirect
errors. HARP consists of two phases. First, an active profiling phase
that uses existing profiling techniques to identify bits at risk of
direct errors with the help of a simple modification to the on-die
ECC read operation that allows the memory controller to read raw
data (but not the on-die ECC metadata) values. Second, a reactive
profiling phase that safely identifies bits at risk of indirect errors
using a secondary N -error-correcting ECC within the memory
controller. The secondary ECC is used only for reactive profiling:
upon identifying an error, the corresponding bit is marked as at-risk,
which signals the repair mechanism to repair the bit thereafter.
Prior work [145] shows that knowing the on-die ECC’s internal
implementation (i.e., its parity-check matrix)4 enables calculating
which post-correction errors a given set of pre-correction errors
can cause. Therefore, we introduce two HARP variants: HARPAware (HARP-A) and HARP-Unaware (HARP-U), which do and do
not know the parity-check matrix, respectively. HARP-A does not
improve coverage over HARP-U because it has no additional visibility into the pre-correction errors. However, HARP-A demonstrates
that, although knowing the parity-check matrix alone does not overcome the three profiling challenges, it does provide a head-start for
reactive profiling based on the results of active profiling.
We evaluate HARP in simulation relative to two state-of-the-art
baseline error profiling algorithms: Naive (which represents the
vast majority of previous-proposed profiling algorithms [11, 12,
24, 27, 29, 30, 40, 48, 76–79, 82, 84, 86, 87, 103, 104, 109–111, 132,
145, 147, 149, 150, 159, 168, 171, 183]) and BEEP [145]. We show
that HARP quickly achieves coverage of all bits at risk of direct
errors while Naive and BEEP are either slower or unable to achieve
full coverage. For example, when there are 2/3/4/5 bits at risk of
pre-correction error that each fail with probability 0.5, HARP5
achieves 99th-percentile6 coverage in 20.6%/36.4%/52.9%/62.1% of
the profiling rounds required by the best baseline algorithm. Based

on our evaluations, we conclude that HARP effectively overcomes
the three profiling challenges. We publicly release our simulation
tools as open-source software on Zenodo [148] and Github [3].
To demonstrate the end-to-end importance of having an effective
profiling mechanism, we also perform a case study of how HARP,
Naive, and BEEP profiling can impact the overall bit error rate of a
system equipped with an ideal bit-repair mechanism that perfectly
repairs all identified at-risk bits. We show that, because HARP
achieves full coverage of bits at risk of direct errors, it enables the
bit-repair mechanism to repair all errors. Although Naive eventually
achieves full coverage, it takes substantially longer to do so (by 3.7×
for a raw per-bit error probability of 0.75). In contrast, BEEP does
not achieve full coverage, so the bit-repair mechanism is unable to
repair all errors that occur during system operation.
We make the following contributions:
• We conduct the first analytical study of how on-die ECC affects
system-level bit-granularity error profiling. We identify three
key challenges that must be addressed to enable practical and
effective error profiling in main memory chips with on-die ECC.
• We introduce Hybrid Active-Reactive Profiling (HARP), a new
bit-granularity error profiling algorithm that quickly achieves
full coverage of at-risk bits by profiling errors in two phases: (1)
active profiling using raw data bit values to efficiently identify
all bits at risk of direct errors; and (2) reactive profiling with the
guarantee that all remaining at-risk bits can be safely identified.
• We introduce two HARP variants, HARP-Unaware (HARP-U)
and HARP-Aware (HARP-A). HARP-A exploits knowledge of
the on-die ECC parity-check matrix to achieve full coverage of
at-risk bits faster by precomputing at-risk bit locations.
• We evaluate HARP relative to two baseline profiling algorithms. An example result shows that HARP achieves 99thpercentile coverage of all bits at risk of direct error in
20.6%/36.4%/52.9%/62.1% of the profiling rounds required by
the best baseline technique given 2/3/4/5 pre-correction errors.
• We present a case study of how HARP and the two baseline profilers impact the overall bit error rate of a system equipped with
an ideal repair mechanism that perfectly repairs all identified
at-risk bits. We show that HARP enables the repair mechanism
to mitigate all errors faster than the best-performing baseline
(e.g., by 3.7× for a raw per-bit error probability of 0.75).

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This section briefly discusses repair mechanisms, error profiling,
our assumed error model, and on-die ECC. For more detailed background information, we refer the reader to other publications on
repair [55, 61, 92, 93, 109, 112, 136, 157, 158, 168, 176, 179], profiling [11, 27, 30, 40, 48, 76–79, 87, 103, 111, 147, 150, 159, 171, 183]
and main memory error mechanisms [9, 25, 28, 46, 47, 62, 73, 77,
87, 88, 91, 93, 101, 105, 110, 120, 134, 136, 152, 170, 178].

3 Nonsystematic

designs require additional decoding effort (i.e., more logic operations)
because data cannot be read directly from stored values [181]. This increases the energy
consumption of read operations and either reduces the overall read timing margins
available for other memory operations or increases the memory read latency.
4 Potentially provided through manufacturer support, datasheet information, or
previously-proposed reverse engineering techniques [145].
5 HARP-U and HARP-A have identical coverage of bits at risk of direct error.
6 We report 99th percentile coverage to compare against baseline configurations that do
not achieve full coverage within the maximum simulated number of profiling rounds
(due to simulation time constraints, as discussed in §7.1.2).

2.1

Addressing Scaling-Related Errors

Continual increases to memory storage density exacerbate various technology-specific error mechanisms (e.g., DRAM data retention [21, 46, 47, 54, 74, 76, 77, 93, 110, 136, 144, 147, 161, 162, 171])
that result in increasing error rates. To address these errors, main
memory manufacturers have already begun to use on-die ECC (e.g.,
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LPDDR4 [98, 99, 121, 140], DDR5 [67], STT-RAM [39]) as a blackbox error mitigation technique within the memory chip, regardless
of whether or not it is the most efficient solution for a given system.
On-die ECC addresses uncorrelated single-bit errors that limit a
manufacturers’ factory yield [21, 43, 60, 74, 121, 145, 146, 162] and
is already prevalent among commodity DRAM chips today. Therefore, it is imperative that system-level error-mitigation mechanisms
take on-die ECC into account, as clearly motivated by several prior
works [21, 32, 43, 69, 137, 145, 162].

only a few spare rows (e.g., one per bank in DDR4 [81, 122]) and
suffers from similar drawbacks as page retirement due to operating
at a coarse granularity (i.e., DRAM row). In contrast, hardwarebased repair mechanisms represent the state-of-the-art in addressing scaling-related main memory errors.
We note that other error mitigation techniques may be used
synergistically with hardware-based repair, potentially to address
different error models simultaneously. Our work both (1) identifies
the challenges that on-die ECC introduces for repair mechanisms;
and (2) demonstrates a concrete way (i.e., HARP) to address these
challenges with minimal changes to existing systems. Given that
on-die ECC is highly prevalent today (e.g., LPDDR4 [121, 140],
DDR5 [67], STT-RAM [39]), our ideas are applicable to and evaluated based on current state-of-the-art solutions. In doing so, we
believe our work will help guide future solutions that develop new
abstractions to step beyond simple on-die ECC as it exists today.

2.1.1 Mitigating High Error Rates. As memory technologies
continue to scale, prior works [21, 92, 109, 135, 136, 162] argue
that raw bit error rates will grow to very high values (e.g., > 10−4
in DRAM [21, 136]).7 Enabling robust memory operation at these
error rates is an established research area for future DRAM and
nonvolatile memories [34, 92, 93, 109, 112, 133, 135, 136, 157, 162,
174, 180] because it allows for both continued memory density
scaling and enables new system operating points and use-cases
(e.g., reliably reducing memory timings and voltages [22–24, 72, 84,
95, 103, 138, 160, 182]) that are not feasible today. In general, finegrained (e.g., bit or word granularity) hardware repair mechanisms
can mitigate high error rates more efficiently than conventional
hardware error-mitigation techniques (e.g., ECC) [92, 93, 109, 112,
136, 150, 162]. §2.2 discusses repair mechanisms in further detail.

2.2

Enabling Repair Alongside On-Die ECC

Repair mechanisms [55, 61, 84, 92, 93, 103, 109, 112, 116, 136, 157,
158, 162, 168, 176, 179] perform repair at granularities ranging from
kilobytes to single bits. The granularity at which a repair mechanism identifies at-risk locations is its profiling granularity. For example, on-die row and column sparing [21, 55, 64, 67, 74, 116, 136, 162]
requires identifying at-risk locations at (or finer than) the granularity of a single memory row. Table 1 categorizes key repair mechanisms based their profiling granularities. In general, coarse-grained
repair requires less intrusive changes to the system datapath because repair operations can align with data blocks in the datapath
(e.g., DRAM rows, cache lines, processor words). However, this
means that the repair mechanism suffers from more internal fragmentation because each repair operation sacrifices more memory
capacity regardless of how few bits are actually at risk of error.

2.1.2 Consolidating In-Memory and Memory Controller
Error Mitigations. Unlike Flash memory [18–20, 113, 114], main
memory is generally designed separately from the memory controller [130]. Unfortunately, this separation discourages building
a unified error-mitigation mechanism across the memory and its
controller. This is exemplified by the widespread use of proprietary
DRAM on-die ECC, which introduces new reliability challenges
for designing error mitigation mechanisms within the DRAM controller [21, 32, 43, 137, 145, 162]. In general, the standardized interface between the memory and the controller (e.g., JEDEC DRAM
standards [64, 67, 68]) must be modified to develop a joint solution, which impacts all manufacturers and consumers involved,
and thus is a laborious and long (and often politically-charged)
process. Therefore, we and other state-of-the-art hardware-based
repair mechanisms focus on minimizing the changes required to the
interface or memory chips themselves [80, 81, 109, 136, 150, 162].

Profiling Granularity Size (Bits) Examples
RAPID [171], RIO [12],
System page
32 K
Page retirement [12, 58, 118, 139, 171]
PPR [21, 55, 64, 67, 74, 116, 136, 162], Agnos [150],
DRAM external row
2-64 K
RAIDR [111], DIVA [103]
DRAM internal row/col 512-1024 Row/col sparing [21, 55, 74, 116, 136, 162], Solar [84]
Cache block
256-512
FREE-p [179], CiDRA [162]
Processor word
32-64
ArchShield [136]
Byte
8
DRM [61]
ECP8 [157], SECRET [109], REMAP [168], SFaultMap [92],
Single bit
1
HOTH [112], FLOWER [93], SAFER [158], Bit-fix [176]

Table 1: Survey of prevalent memory repair mechanisms.

2.1.3 Synergy with Other Error Mitigation Approaches. Effective main memory error management is a large research space
with solutions spanning the entire hardware-software stack. There
are many promising solution directions, including software-driven
repair techniques such as page retirement [12, 58, 118, 120, 139, 171]
and software-assisted techniques such as post-package repair
(PPR) [21, 55, 64, 67, 74, 116, 136, 162]. Unfortunately, these mechanisms have limitations that make them ill-suited to address the high
error rates that we target. For example, page retirement operates at
a coarse (i.e., system memory page) granularity, so it both wastes
significant capacity to repair the many errors at high error rates
and cannot easily repair in-use pages [106, 118, 120]. PPR provides

Because of this tradeoff between intrusiveness and fragmentation, finer repair granularities are more efficient at higher error
rates [21, 136, 162]. Fig. 2 illustrates this by showing the expected
proportion of unnecessarily repaired bits (i.e., the amount of nonerroneous memory capacity that is sacrificed alongside truly erroneous bits due to internal fragmentation) (y-axis) at various raw
bit error rates (x-axis) when mitigating uniform-random single-bit
errors at different repair granularities. We see that coarse-grained
repair becomes extremely wasteful as errors become more frequent,
e.g., wasting over 99% of total memory capacity in the worst case
for a 1024-bit granularity at a raw bit error rate of 6.8 × 10−3 . Note
that the expected wasted storage decreases once the error rate is

7 Exact

error rate values of real memory chips are proprietary secrets because they can
reveal manufacturing details and/or information relating to market competitiveness [42,
136]. Prior works draw reasonable estimates from circuit metrics, e.g., coefficient of
variation [61, 93, 135].

8 ECP

corrects individual bits, but its pointer size can be adjusted to different granularities as required.
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(1) Bernoulli process: independent of previous errors.
(2) Isolated: independent of errors in other bits.
(3) Data-dependent: dependent on the stored data pattern.
To first order, this error model suits a broad range of error mechanisms that relate to technology scaling and motivate the use of
bit-granularity repair, including DRAM data-retention [12, 46, 47,
70, 71, 77, 90, 92–94, 108, 110, 136, 147, 171, 175] and read disturbance [87, 91, 143]; PCM endurance, resistance drift, and write
disturbance [62, 73, 88, 101, 105, 157]; and STT-RAM data retention,
endurance, and read disturbance [9, 25, 28, 134, 152, 170]. We use
DRAM data-retention errors in our evaluations as a well-studied
and relevant example. However, a profiler is fundamentally agnostic
to the underlying error mechanism; it identifies at-risk bits based on
whether or not they are observed to fail during profiling. Therefore,
our analysis applies directly to any error mechanism that can be
described using the aforementioned three properties.
Correlated Errors. Prior DRAM studies show evidence of correlated errors [5, 120, 163–165, 167]. However, we are not aware
of evidence that such errors are a first-order concern of modern
DRAM technology scaling. Correlated errors often result from faults
outside the memory array [120] and are mitigated using faultspecific error-mitigation mechanisms (e.g., write CRC [64, 100],
chipkill [8, 37, 137] or even stronger rank-level ECC [64, 83, 167]).
Low-Probability Errors. Other main memory error mechanisms
exist that do not conform to our model, including time-dependent
errors such as DRAM variable retention time [76, 110, 124, 150, 153,
161, 178] and single-event upsets such as particle strikes [117]. In
general, these errors are either (1) inappropriate to address using
a profile-guided repair mechanism, e.g., single-event upsets that
do not repeat; or (2) rare or unpredictable enough that no realistic
amount of active profiling is likely to identify them, so they are left
to reactive profiling for detection and/or mitigation [150]. Identifying low-probability errors is a general challenge for any error
profiler and is an orthogonal problem to our work. Prior approaches
to identifying low-probability errors during active (e.g., increasing the probability of error [147]) or reactive (e.g., periodic ECC
scrubbing [10, 150]) profiling are complementary to our proposed
techniques and can be combined with HARP (e.g., during the active
profiling phase described in §6.2, or by strengthening the secondary
ECC as described in §6.3.2) to help identify low-probability errors.

Expected Wasted Storage
(Ratio of Original Capacity)

sufficiently high because an increasing proportion of bits become
truly erroneous, which reduces the wasted bits for each repair operation. In contrast, bit-granularity repair (denoted with the line
for ‘1’) does not suffer from internal fragmentation. For this reason,
repair mechanisms designed for higher error rates generally employ
finer-granularity profiling and repair [92, 93, 109, 112].
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Repair Granularity (Bits)
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64
32
1
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1

Figure 2: Expected amount of wasted storage capacity when repairing single-bit errors at various repair granularities.

2.3

Practical and Effective Error Profiling

Any repair mechanism’s effectiveness strongly depends on the
effectiveness of the error profiling algorithm that it uses because the
repair mechanism can only repair memory locations that it knows
are at risk of error. In this section, we define the key properties of
practical and effective active and reactive profilers.
2.3.1 Active Profiling. Active profiling algorithms take exclusive control of a memory chip in order to (possibly destructively) test worst-case data and access patterns [11, 30, 40, 48, 77–
79, 87, 103, 111, 147, 171, 183], so the system cannot perform useful
work while profiling. Therefore, an active profiler must identify
at-risk bits as quickly and comprehensively as possible. We quantify
this by measuring the fraction of all at-risk bits that a given profiler
identifies (i.e., its coverage) across a fixed number of testing rounds.
2.3.2 Reactive Profiling. Reactive profiling algorithms (e.g.,
ECC scrubbing [6, 27, 50, 134, 150, 159]) passively monitor errordetection mechanisms during normal system operation, so their
performance and energy impact is relatively low and can be amortized across runtime [50, 150]. However, because reactive profilers
operate during runtime, they must ensure that they can not only
detect, but also correct any errors that occur. Any errors that are
not detected and corrected by the reactive profiler risk introducing failures to the rest of the system. In our work, we quantify
the error-mitigation capability of a reactive profiler in terms of
ECC correction capability, which is well-defined for ECCs used in
memory hardware design (i.e., linear block codes [55, 154, 155]).

2.4

2.5

Block Codes and Syndrome Decoding

Typical on-die ECC implementations use linear block codes [21,
59, 69, 98, 99, 121, 140, 162] whose operation can be summarized
using matrix arithmetic. In our work, we assume single-error correcting (SEC) Hamming codes [49] that are adopted in modern
LPDDR4 [121, 140] and DDR5 [67] DRAM chips.9 This section
briefly summarizes the operation of an SEC Hamming code in the
context of on-die ECC. For further information, we refer the reader
to extensive literature on error-correction coding [31, 123, 154, 155].

Errors and Error Models

Our work assumes uncorrelated single-bit errors because recent
experimental studies and repair efforts from academia [15, 112, 135,
136, 162], industry [74], and memory manufacturers themselves [21,
60, 61, 121, 144] focus on single-bit errors as the primary reliability
challenge with increasing storage density. In particular, DRAM and
STT-RAM manufacturers use on-die ECC specifically to combat
these errors in recent high-density chips [21, 39, 43, 60, 74, 121, 140].
Therefore, we assume that errors exhibit the following properties:

2.5.1 Encoding and Decoding. A Hamming code with k data
bits and p parity-check bits is defined by a (k, k +p) generator matrix
G and a (p, k +p) parity-check matrix H such that G ·H T = 0 within
9 Our

analysis can theoretically generalize to stronger block codes (e.g., double-error
correcting BCH [16, 53]), but we leave such generalization to future work given that
such codes are currently unlikely to be used in latency-sensitive memory chips.
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the finite field GF (2). Equation 1 gives example H and G matrices
that define a k = 4 SEC Hamming code.
"1 0 0 0
GT = 00 10 01 00
0001

1 1 1#
110
101
011



1110 100
H= 1101 010
1011 001

Ei as a Bernoulli random variable that is independent of E j,i but
dependent on the data D i . In general, Ei can depend on the data
stored in other cells D j,i , which expresses how a bit’s probability
of error changes with the data stored in nearby cells. Equation 2
shows the resulting probability mass function, parameterized by p,
the probability that the bit will experience an error.
(
p(D i , D j , · · · )
if x = 1
P(Ei = x |D i , D j , · · · ) =
(2)
1 − p(D i , D j , · · · ) if x = 0

(1)

Fig. 3 illustrates how a system interfaces with a memory module
whose chip(s) use on-die ECC. To encode a k-bit dataword d, the
ECC encoder computes a (k + p)-bit codeword c as c = G · d. Upon
incurring raw bit error(s), we denote the erroneous codeword as c ′ .
To decode c ′ into a post-correction dataword d ′ , the ECC decoder
performs syndrome decoding, where a syndrome s is calculated as
s = H · c ′ . If s is nonzero, one or more errors must be present, and
the bit position of the detected error can then be identified as the
particular column of H that matches s.
If an uncorrectable error occurs, s may inadvertently match a
parity-check matrix column that does not correspond to an actual
error. In this case, the ECC decoder might introduce an additional
error in the decoded data, which we refer to as a miscorrection.
Note that the memory controller may interface with one or more
memory chips at a time, potentially spreading a single data block
across multiple on-die ECC words. We discuss this further in §6.3.

dʹ[k:0]

ECC Decoder

...

8

...

Internal Reads

On-Die ECC

cʹ[k+p:0]

...

...
...

128

ECC Encoder

...

Burst

Chip
I/O

Internal Writes

...

Host System

Data
Bus

...

d[k:0]

Row Buffer

To CPU

64

...

Memory
Controller

Data Beats

...

Storage Array

3.2

Memory Module

Figure 3: On-die ECC operation within a memory chip. Grey annotations show example bit-widths of data transfers.

2.5.2 Design Degrees of Freedom. When choosing H for a particular implementation, the designer is free to arrange its columns
at will. Recent work [142] shows that some column arrangements
can lead to more miscorrections than others. However, designers
may choose column arrangements based on circuit latency, energy,
or area concerns, regardless of each choice’s effect on reliability. In
our work, we assume that the code uses systematic encoding, which
requires that H and G do not modify data bits during encoding (note
the identity submatrices in Equation 1) but does not otherwise constrain the column arrangement. This encoding greatly simplifies
the hardware encoding and decoding circuitry and is a realistic
assumption for low-latency main memory chips [181].
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P(Ei ) = P(Ri ⊻ H · R = H [i])

FORMALIZING ERROR PROFILING

(3)

Equation 3 shows that bit i’s probability of error depends not only
on that of its encoded counterpart Ri , but also on those of all other
codeword bits R[k + p : 0]. This means that on-die ECC introduces
statistical dependence between all bits in a given ECC word through
their mutual dependence on R. Furthermore, just as described in
§3.1, Ri itself depends on the data value stored in cell i (i.e., Ci ). As
a result, bit i’s probability of error depends on both the data values
and the pre-correction errors present throughout the codeword.
Consequently, a given post-correction error Ei may only occur
when a particular combination of pre-correction errors occurs. This
is different from the case without on-die ECC, where Ei does not
depend on the data or error state of any other bit j , i. We conclude

We express error profiling as a statistical process to understand the
effects of on-die ECC. To this end, we first formalize the concepts
of errors and error profiling. Then, we examine how on-die ECC
changes the way that errors appear outside of the memory chip.

3.1

Incorporating On-Die ECC

With on-die ECC, we adjust our address space representation to
include both logical bit addresses 𝒜 as observed by the memory
controller and physical bit addresses ℬ within the memory storage
array. In general, |ℬ| > |𝒜| because ℬ includes addresses for paritycheck bits that are not visible outside of the memory chip. Next,
we introduce two additional Boolean random variables: D a (for
dataword) and Cb (for codeword) that refer to the data values of
logical bit a ∈ 𝒜 and physical bit b ∈ ℬ (i.e., before and after ECC
encoding), respectively. Boolean variables Ea and Rb represent
whether logical bit a and physical bit b experience post- and precorrection errors, respectively. Note that E and D represent the
same information from §3.1. We use C ′ and D ′ to refer to codeword
and dataword values, respectively, that may contain errors.
On-die ECC determines D ′ from C ′ through syndrome decoding
(described in §2.5) using the ECC parity-check matrix H comprised
of columns H [k + p : 0]. The error syndrome is computed as s =
H [k + p : 0] · R[k + p : 0] (referred to as H · R to simplify notation).
Then, if s matches the i’th column H [i], the ECC decoder flips the bit
at position i. Given that H is systematically encoded (discussed in
§2.5.1), c[k : 0] is equal to d[k : 0]. Therefore, a post-correction error
Ei (i.e., a mismatch between di and di′ ) can only occur in two cases:
(1) an uncorrected raw bit error at position i (i.e., Ri ∧ s , H [i]); or
(2) a miscorrection at position i (i.e., ¬Ri ∧ s = H [i].) We refer to
these two cases as direct and indirect errors, respectively. Equation 3
summarizes both cases that lead to a post-correction error.

Memory Chip

c[k+p:0]
8

In general, each bit has its own value of p depending on its intrinsic
error characteristics. For example, prior work [147] experimentally
demonstrates that p values are normally distributed across different
bits for DRAM data-retention errors, i.e., p ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ), with some
normal distribution parameters {µ, σ } that depend on the particular
memory chip and operating conditions such as temperature.

Representing the Probability of Error

We model memory as a one-dimensional bit-addressable array with
address space 𝒜. To describe errors within this address space, we
define two Boolean random variables D i and Ei that represent the
data stored in bit i ∈ 𝒜 and whether or not the bit experiences
an error, respectively. Based on our discussion in §2.4, we model
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pre-correction error patterns. Of these, n are correctable error patterns, leaving 2n − n − 1 uncorrectable pre-correction error patterns.
Assuming that each of these patterns introduces a unique indirect
error, the combination of bits at risk of direct and indirect error
leads to 2n − 1 bits at risk of post-correction errors. Therefore, we
conclude that on-die ECC exponentially increases the number of
at-risk bits that the profiler must identify.

that on-die ECC transforms statistically independent pre-correction
errors into ECC-dependent, correlated post-correction errors.

4

ON-DIE ECC’S IMPACT ON PROFILING

On-die ECC breaks the simple and intuitive assumption that profiling for errors is the same as profiling each bit individually. In this
section, we identify three key challenges that on-die ECC introduces
for bit-granularity profiling.

4.1

Bits at risk of pre-correction errors
n
1 2 3 4 8
Unique pre-correction error patterns
2n − 1
1 3 7 15 255
Uncorrectable pre-correction error patterns 2n − n − 1 0 2 4 11 247
Bits at risk of post-correction errors
2n − 1
1 3 7 15 255
Table 2: On-die ECC amplifies a few bits at risk of pre-correction
errors into exponentially many bits at risk of post-correction errors.

Challenge 1: Combinatorial Explosion

Per-Bit Probability
of Post-Correction Error

§3.2 shows that the position of an indirect error depends on the
locations of all pre-correction errors R. This means that different
uncorrectable patterns of pre-correction errors can cause indirect
errors in different bits. In the worst case, every unique combination of
pre-correction errors within a set of at-risk bits can lead to different
indirect errors. This means that the set of bits that are at risk of
post-correction errors is combinatorially larger than the set of bits
at risk of pre-correction error.
As a concrete example, Fig. 4 shows a violin plot of each atrisk bit’s per-bit probability of error (y-axis) when the codeword
contains a fixed number of bits at risk of pre-correction errors
(x-axis) that each fail with probability 0.5. Each violin shows the
distribution (median marked in black) of per-bit error probabilities
when simulating 70,000 ECC words for each of 1600 randomlygenerated (71, 64) Hamming code parity-check matrices assuming
a data pattern of 0xFF. We make two observations. First, the precorrection error probabilities are all 0.5 (by design). This means
that, without on-die ECC, all bits at risk of pre-correction error
are easy to identify, i.e., each bit will be identified with probability
p = 1 − 0.5N given N profiling rounds. For large N (e.g., N > 10,
where p > 0.999), the vast majority of bits will be identified.

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

4.2

Challenge 2: Profiling without Feedback

Without on-die ECC, an at-risk bit is identified when the bit fails.
This means that every profiling round provides useful feedback
about which bits are and are not at risk of error. Unfortunately,
with on-die ECC, a bit at risk of post-correction errors can only be
identified when particular combination(s) of pre-correction errors
occur. This has two negative consequences.
First, because the profiler cannot observe pre-correction errors, it
does not know whether a particular combination of pre-correction
errors has been tested yet. Therefore, the profiler cannot draw
meaningful conclusions from observing a bit not to fail. Instead, the
profiler must pessimistically suspect every bit to be at risk of postcorrection errors, even after many profiling rounds have elapsed
without observing a given bit fail. Second, each ECC word can only
exhibit one pre-correction error pattern at a time (i.e., during any
given profiling round). This serializes the process of identifying any
two bits at risk of post-correction errors that fail under different
pre-correction error patterns.
As a result, no profiler that identifies at-risk bits based on observing post-correction errors can quickly identify all bits at risk
of post-correction errors. We refer to this problem as bootstrapping
because the profiler must explore different pre-correction error
patterns without knowing which patterns it is exploring. In §7.2.2,
we find that bootstrapping limits the profiler’s coverage of at-risk
bits to incremental improvements across profiling rounds.

Pre-Correction
Post-Correction

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Number of Pre-Correction Errors Per ECC Word

4.3

Challenge 3: Multi-Bit Data Patterns

Designing data patterns that induce worst-case circuit conditions
is a difficult problem that depends heavily on the particular circuit
design of a given memory chip and the error mechanisms it is
susceptible to [26, 33, 36, 75, 125, 126]. Without on-die ECC, a bit
can fail only in one way, i.e., when it exhibits an error. Therefore,
the worst-case pattern needs to only consider factors that affect
the bit itself (e.g., data values stored in the bit and its neighbors).
Unfortunately, with on-die ECC, a given post-correction error
can potentially occur with multiple different pre-correction error
patterns. Therefore, the worst-case data pattern must both (1) account for different ways in which the post-correction error can
occur; and (2) for each way, consider the worst-case conditions for
the individual pre-correction errors to occur simultaneously. This is
a far more complex problem than without on-die ECC [41, 44], and
in general, there may not even be a single worst-case data pattern

Figure 4: Distribution of each at-risk bit’s error probability before
and after application of on-die ECC.

Second, in contrast, the per-bit probabilities of post-correction
error exhibit a wide range. However, the probability density for
each violin is tightly concentrated at Y ≈ 0.4 for X = 3 and shifts
towards Y = 0 as the number of pre-correction errors increases.
This means that the bits at risk of post-correction errors become
harder to identify because they fail less often.
Table 2 shows the maximum number of bits at risk of postcorrection errors that can be caused by a fixed number of bits at
risk of pre-correction errors. This illustrates the worst-case scenario,
where every uncorrectable combination of pre-correction errors (i.e.,
pre-correction error pattern) causes a unique indirect error. We see
that n bits at risk of pre-correction errors can cause 2n − 1 unique
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that exercises all possible cases in which a given post-correction
error might occur. To our knowledge, no prior work has developed
a general solution to this problem, and we identify this as a key
direction for future research.

5

register is readily exposed in certain DRAM datasheets [7]. Second,
prior works already reverse-engineer both the on-die ECC algorithm [145] and raw bit error rate [146] without access to raw data
bits or insight into the on-die ECC mechanism, so we do not believe
exposing a decode bypass path reveals significantly more sensitive
information. Third, we strongly suspect that such a bypass path already exists for post-manufacturing testing [173]. This is reasonable
because systematically-encoded data bits can be read out directly
without requiring further transformation. If so, exposing this capability as a feature would likely require minimal engineering effort
for the potential gains of new functionality. However, we recognize
that the details of the on-die ECC implementation depend on the
particular memory chip design, and it is ultimately up to the system
designer to choose the most suitable option for their system.

ADDRESSING THE THREE CHALLENGES

We observe that all three profiling challenges stem from the lack of
access that the profiler has into pre-correction errors. Therefore, we
conclude that some transparency into the on-die ECC mechanism
is necessary to enable practical error profiling in the presence of
on-die ECC. This section discusses options for enabling access to
pre-correction errors and describes our design choices for HARP.

5.1

Necessary Amount of Transparency

To reduce the number of changes we require from the memory
chip, we consider the minimum amount of information that the
profiler needs to make error profiling as easy as if there were no
interference from on-die ECC. To achieve this goal, we examine
the following two insights that are derived in §3.2.
(1) Post-correction errors arise from either direct or indirect errors.
(2) The number of concurrent indirect errors is limited to the correction capability of on-die ECC.
First, we observe that it is not necessary for the profiler to have
full transparency into the on-die ECC mechanism or pre-correction
errors. If all bits at risk of direct errors can be identified, all remaining indirect errors are upper-bounded by on-die ECC’s correction
capability. Therefore, the indirect errors can be safely identified
from within the memory controller, e.g., using a reactive profiler.
Second, we observe that the profiler can determine exactly which
pre-correction errors occurred within the data bits (though not the
parity-check bits) simply by knowing at which bit position(s) ondie ECC performed a correction operation. This is because the
data bits are systematically encoded (as explained in §2.5.2), so
their programmed values must match their encoded values. By
observing which bits experienced direct error(s), the profiler knows
which pre-correction errors occurred within the encoded data bits.
Based on these observations, we require that the profiler be able
to identify which direct errors occur on every access, including
those that on-die ECC corrects. Equivalently, on-die ECC may expose the error-correction operation that it performs so that the
profiler can infer the direct errors from the post-correction data.

5.2

5.3

Applicability to Other Systems

Any bit-granularity profiler operating without visibility into the
pre-correction errors suffers form the three profiling challenges
we identify in this work. Even a hypothetical future main memory
system whose memory chips and controllers are designed by the
same (or two trusted) parties will need to account for and overcome
these profiling challenges when incorporating a repair mechanism
that relies on practical and effective profiling.

6

HYBRID ACTIVE-REACTIVE PROFILING

We introduce the Hybrid Active-Reactive Profiling (HARP) algorithm, which overcomes the three profiling challenges introduced
by on-die ECC discussed in §5. HARP separates profiling into active
and reactive phases that independently identify bits at risk of direct
and indirect errors, respectively.

6.1

HARP Design Overview

Fig. 5 illustrates the high-level architecture of a HARP-enabled
system, with the required error-mitigation resources shown in blue.
The memory chip exposes a read operation with the ability to bypass
on-die ECC and return the raw data (though not parity-check)
bits. The memory controller contains a repair mechanism with an
associated error profile alongside both an active and reactive profiler.
During active profiling, the active profiler uses the ECC bypass path
to search for bits at risk of direct errors. Because the active profiler
interfaces directly with the raw data bits, its profiling process is
equivalent to profiling a memory chip without on-die ECC. If and
when direct errors are observed, the active profiler communicates
their locations to the repair mechanism’s error profile.
After active profiling is complete, the reactive profiler (i.e., a
secondary ECC code with correction capability at least as strong as
that of on-die ECC) continuously monitors for bits at risk of indirect
errors. The reactive profiler is responsible only for identifying bits
at risk of indirect errors the first time that they fail. If and when
the reactive profiler identifies an indirect error, the location of the
error is recorded to the error profile for subsequent repair.

Exposing Direct Errors to the Profiler

We consider two different ways to inform the profiler about precorrection errors within the data bits.
(1) Syndrome on Correction. On-die ECC reports the error syndrome
calculated on all error correction events, which corresponds to
the bit position(s) that on-die ECC corrects.
(2) Decode Bypass. On-die ECC provides a read access path that
bypasses error correction and returns the raw values stored in
the data portion of the codeword.
We choose to build upon decode bypass because we believe it to
be the easiest to adopt for three key reasons. First, there exists
precedent for similar on-die ECC decode bypass paths from both
academia [43] and industry [13] with trivial modifications to internal DRAM hardware, and an on-die ECC disable configuration

6.2

Active Profiling Implementation

The active profiler follows the general round-based algorithm employed by state-of-the-art error profilers, as discussed in §1. Each
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on-die ECC parity-check matrix H , respectively. HARP-A uses this
knowledge to precompute10 bits at risk of indirect error given the
bits at risk of direct error that are identified during active profiling. HARP-A does not provide benefits over HARP-U during active
profiling. However, HARP-A reduces the number of bits at risk of
indirect error that remain to be identified by reactive profiling.

round of testing first programs memory cells with a standard memory data pattern that is designed to maximize the chance of observing errors (e.g., 0xF F , 0x00, random data) [4, 77, 87, 110, 126].
Patterns may or may not change across testing rounds depending
on the requirements of the particular data pattern. Once sufficiently
many rounds are complete, the set of at-risk bits identified comprises the union of all bits identified across all testing rounds.
We assume that the active profiler achieves full coverage of bits at
risk of direct errors by leveraging any or all of the worst-case testing
techniques developed throughout prior works [77, 79, 126, 127, 147].
This is feasible because the active profiler can read and write to the
raw data bits exploiting the ECC bypass path and the systematicallyencoded data bits, respectively. Therefore, the active profiler can
use techniques developed for memory chips without on-die ECC.

6.3

6.3.2 Increasing the Secondary ECC Strength. The secondary ECC is used for reactive profiling and must provide equal
or greater correction capability than on-die ECC to safely identify
indirect errors. Current on-die ECC designs are limited to simple
single-error correcting codes due to area, energy, and latency constraints within the memory die [43, 121, 162], so the secondary ECC
can be correspondingly simple. However, if either (1) future on-die
ECC designs become significantly more complex; or (2) the system
designer wishes to address other failure modes (e.g., componentlevel failures) using the secondary ECC, the system designer will
need to increase the secondary ECC strength accordingly. Whether
profile-based repair remains a feasible error-mitigation strategy in
this case is ultimately up to the system designer and their reliability
goals, so we leave further exploration to future work.

Reactive Profiling Implementation

HARP requires that the secondary ECC have correction capability
at least as high as the number of indirect errors that on-die ECC
can cause at one time. This requires the layout of secondary ECC
words to account for the layout of on-die ECC words: the two must
combine in such a way that every on-die ECC word is protected
with the necessary correction capability by the secondary ECC. For
example, with a single-error correcting on-die ECC that uses 128bit words, the memory controller must ensure that every 128-bit
on-die ECC word is protected with at least single-error correction.
How this is achieved depends heavily on a given system’s memory architecture. For example, depending on the size of an on-die
ECC word and how many memory chips the memory controller
interfaces with, on-die ECC words may be split across different data
transfers. In this case, the system designer must choose a design
that matches their design goals, e.g., dividing secondary ECC words
across multiple transfers (which introduces its own reliability challenges [43]), or interleaving secondary ECC words across multiple
on-die ECC words (which could require stronger secondary ECC).
Without loss of generality, we assume that the memory controller
interfaces with a single memory chip at a time (e.g., similar to some
LPDDR4 systems [65]) and provisions a single-error correcting code
per on-die ECC word. Such a system is sufficient for demonstrating
the error profiling challenges that we address in this work. Matching
the granularity of secondary and on-die ECC words for arbitrary
systems is not a problem unique to our work since any secondary
ECC that is designed to account for the effects of on-die ECC must
consider how the two interact [21, 43]. Therefore, we leave a general
exploration of the tradeoffs involved to future work.

6.4

7

Reactive Profiler
(Secondary ECC)

write data

repaired read data

EVALUATIONS

In this section, we study how HARP’s coverage of direct and indirect
errors changes with different pre-correction error counts and perbit error probabilities to both (1) demonstrate the effect of the three
profiling challenges introduced by on-die ECC and (2) show that
HARP overcomes the three challenges.

6.3.1 HARP-U and HARP-A.. We introduce two variants of
HARP: HARP-A and HARP-U, which are aware and unaware of the

to/from
CPU

Limitations

HARP relies on the active profiler to achieve full coverage of bits
at risk of direct errors so that the reactive profiler never observes
a direct error (i.e., the reactive profiler’s correction capability is
never exceeded). Consequently, if the active profiler fails to achieve
full coverage, the reactive profiler may experience indirect errors
in addition to direct error(s) missed by active profiling.
We acknowledge this as a theoretical limitation of HARP, but we
do not believe it restricts HARP’s potential impact to future designs
and scientific studies. This is because achieving full coverage of
at-risk bits without on-die ECC is a long-standing problem that is
complementary to our work. Prior works have studied this problem
in detail [76, 79, 147, 150], and any solution developed for chips
without on-die ECC can be immediately applied to HARP’s active
profiling phase, effectively reducing the difficulty of profiling chips
with on-die ECC to that of chips without on-die ECC.
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the methods described in detail in prior work [145].
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Figure 5: Block diagram summarizing the error-mitigation resources (in blue) of a HARP-enabled system.
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7.1

Evaluation Methodology

SAT solver, we accurately measure the bit error rate of all possible
at-risk bits across all possible data patterns.
We simulate three different data patterns to exercise datadependent behavior: random, charged (i.e., all bits are ‘1’s), and
checkered (i.e., consecutive bits alternate between ‘0’ and ‘1’). For
the random and checkered data patterns, we invert the data pattern each round of profiling. For the random pattern, we change
the random pattern after every two profiling rounds (i.e., after both
the pattern and its inverse are tested). We ensure that each profiler
is evaluated with the exact same set of ECC words, pre-correction
error patterns, and data patterns in order to preserve fairness when
comparing coverage values. Unless otherwise stated, all data presented uses the random pattern, which we find performs on par or
better than the static charged and checkered patterns that do not
explore different pre-correction error combinations.

We evaluate error coverage in simulation because, unlike with a
real device, we can accurately compute error coverage using precise
knowledge of which errors are and are not possible. This section
describes our simulation methodology.
7.1.1 Baselines for Comparison. We compare HARP-U and
HARP-A with two baseline profiling algorithms that use multiple
rounds of testing with different data patterns to identify at-risk bits
based only on observing post-correction errors.
(1) Naive, which represents the vast majority of prior profilers that
operate without knowledge of on-die ECC [11, 12, 24, 27, 29,
30, 40, 48, 76–79, 82, 84, 86, 87, 103, 104, 109–111, 132, 145, 147,
149, 150, 159, 168, 171, 183] (described in §6.2).
(2) BEEP, the profiling algorithm supported by the reverseengineering methodology BEER [145]. BEEP carefully constructs data patterns intended to systematically expose postcorrection errors based on having reverse-engineered the ondie ECC parity-check matrix. We follow the SAT-solver-based
methodology as described by [145] and use a random data pattern before the first post-correction error is confirmed.

7.2

Active Phase Evaluation

We study the number of profiling rounds required by each profiling
algorithm to achieve coverage of direct errors. We omit HARP-A
because its coverage of direct errors is equal to that of HARP-U.
7.2.1 Direct Error Coverage. Fig. 6 shows the coverage of bits
at risk of direct errors that each profiler cumulatively achieves
(y-axis) over 128 profiling rounds (x-axis) assuming four different values of pre-correction errors per ECC word (2, 3, 4, and 5).
We report results for four different per-bit error probabilities of
the injected pre-correction errors (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%). For each
data point, we compute coverage as the proportion of at-risk bits
identified out of all at-risk bits across all simulated ECC words.

Direct Error Coverage

7.1.2 Simulation Strategy. We extend the open-source DRAM
on-die ECC analysis infrastructure released by prior work [1, 145]
to perform Monte-Carlo simulations of DRAM data retention errors.
We release our simulation tools on Zenodo [148] and Github [3].
We simulate error injection and correction using single-error correcting Hamming codes [49] representative of those used in DRAM
on-die ECC (i.e., (71, 64) [59, 137] and (136, 128) [98, 99, 121, 140]
code configurations). All presented data is shown for a (71, 64)
code, and we verified that our observations hold for longer (136,
128) codes. We simulate 1,036,980 total ECC words across 2769
randomly-generated parity-check matrices over ≈20 days of simulation time (discussed in §A.8.2). For each profiler configuration, we
simulate 128 profiling rounds because this is enough to understand
the behavior of each configuration (e.g., the shapes of each curve
in Fig. 6), striking a good balance with simulation time.
We inject errors according to the model discussed in §2.4 to
simulate the effect of uniform-random, data-dependent errors. We
assume that all bits are true-cells [96, 110] that experience errors
only when programmed with data ‘1’, which is consistent with
experimental observations made by prior work [96, 145]. To study
how varying error rates impact profiling, we simulate bit errors
with Bernoulli probabilities of 1.0, 0.75, 0.5, and 0.25 and separate
our results based on the total number of pre-correction errors n
injected into a given ECC word. Using this approach, one can easily
determine the effect of an arbitrary raw bit error rate by summing
over the individual per-bit error probabilities.
We define coverage as the proportion of all at-risk bits that are
identified. We calculate coverage using the Z3 SAT solver [35], computing the total number of post-correction errors that are possible
for a given (1) parity-check matrix; (2) set of pre-correction errors;
and (3) (possibly empty) set of already-discovered post-correction
errors. Note that a straightforward computation of coverage given
on-die ECC is extremely difficult for data-dependent errors: each
data pattern programs the parity-check bits differently, thereby provoking different pre-correction error patterns. Therefore, using the

1.0

25%

Per-Bit Probability of Pre-Correction Error
50%
75%
100%

0.5
0.0

Pre-Correction Errors
5
3
4
2

HARP-U
Naive
BEEP

1 4 16 64 1 4 16 64 1 4 16 64 1 4 16 64
Number of Profiling Rounds
Figure 6: Coverage of bits at risk of direct errors.

We make two observations. First, HARP consistently and quickly
achieves full coverage, regardless of the number or per-bit error
probabilities of the injected pre-correction errors. This is because
HARP bypasses on-die ECC correction, identifying each at-risk bit
independently, regardless of which error occurs in which testing
round. In contrast, both Naive and BEEP (1) require more testing
rounds to achieve coverage parity with HARP and (2) exhibit significant dependence on the number of pre-correction errors. This
is a direct result of on-die ECC: each post-correction error depends
on particular combination(s) of pre-correction errors, and achieving high coverage requires these combinations to occur in distinct
testing rounds. We conclude that that HARP effectively overcomes
the first profiling challenge by directly observing pre-correction
errors, while Naive and BEEP must both rely on uncorrectable error
patterns to incrementally improve coverage in each round.
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Second, although, HARP and Naive both eventually achieve full
coverage, BEEP fails to do so in certain cases. This is because BEEP
does not explore all pre-correction error combinations necessary to
expose each bit at risk of direct errors. We attribute this behavior
to a nuance of the BEEP algorithm: BEEP crafts data patterns that
increase the likelihood of indirect errors. Unfortunately, these patterns are slow to explore different combinations of pre-correction
errors, which leads to incomplete coverage. This is consistent with
prior work [145], which finds that BEEP exhibits low coverage
when pre-correction errors are sparse or occur with low probability.
We find that Naive also fails to achieve full coverage when using
static data patterns (e.g., checkered) for the same reason.

a single-error correcting code (studied in §7.3.2), regardless of the
profiler’s coverage of bits at risk of indirect errors.

Missed Indirect Errors
per ECC Word

7.3.1 Indirect Error Coverage. Fig. 8 shows the proportion of
all bits that are at risk of indirect errors that each profiler has missed
per ECC word throughout 128 rounds of profiling. This is equivalent
to the number of at-risk bits that reactive profiling has to identify.
We evaluate an additional configuration, HARP-A+BEEP, which
employs BEEP to identify the remaining at-risk bits once HARP-A
has identified all bits at risk of direct errors.

Number of Rounds
Spent Bootstrapping

7.2.2 Bootstrapping Analysis. Fig. 7 shows the distribution
(median marked with a horizontal line) of the number of profiling
rounds required for each profiler to observe at least one direct error
in each ECC word. If no post-correction errors are identified, we
conservatively plot the data point as requiring 128 rounds, which
is the maximum number of rounds evaluated (discussed in §7.1.2).
The data illustrates the difficulty of bootstrapping because observing any post-correction error with on-die ECC requires a specific
combination of pre-correction errors to occur.

128
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64
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Figure 8: Coverage of bits at risk of indirect errors.
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We make three observations. First, HARP-U does not identify any
bits at risk of indirect errors11 because it bypasses the on-die ECC
correction process that causes indirect errors. In contrast, HARP-A
quickly identifies a subset of all bits at risk of indirect errors by
predicting them from the identified direct errors. Note that HARP-A
cannot identify all bits at risk of indirect errors because doing so
would require knowing which parity-check bits are at risk of error,
which the on-die ECC bypass path does not reveal.
Second, combining HARP-A with BEEP effectively overcomes
HARP-A’s inability to identify pre-correction errors within the
parity-check bits. This is because HARP-A+BEEP synergistically
combines (1) HARP’s ability to quickly identify bits at risk of direct
errors with (2) BEEP’s ability to exploit known at-risk bits to expose
others. The combined configuration quickly identifies bits at risk
of indirect errors, achieving coverage similar to Naive and BEEP
profiling in less than half the number of profiling rounds.
Third, both Naive and BEEP achieve relatively high coverage of
indirect errors after many (i.e., > 64) rounds compared to HARP-U
and HARP-A. This is because both Naive and BEEP continually
explore different uncorrectable error patterns, steadily exposing
more and more indirect errors. BEEP achieves higher coverage
because its algorithm deliberately seeks out pre-correction error
combinations that are more likely to cause post-correction errors,
thereby exposing more indirect errors in the long run.
We conclude that knowing the on-die ECC parity-check matrix
helps HARP-A and BEEP identify bits at risk of indirect errors,
thereby reducing the number of indirect errors that must be identified by by the secondary ECC during reactive profiling.

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
Number of Pre-Correction Errors Injected

Figure 7: Distribution of the number of profiling rounds required to
identify the first direct error across all simulated ECC words.

We make three observations. First, we see that HARP identifies
the first error far more quickly than Naive or BEEP profiling across
all configurations. Second, HARP never fails to identify at least
one error within 128 rounds. Third, in contrast, BEEP sometimes
cannot identify an error at all due to a combination of (1) the low
per-bit pre-correction error probability and (2) the bootstrapping
problem (i.e., more testing rounds does not guarantee higher coverage unless those rounds explore different uncorrectable patterns).
We conclude that HARP effectively addresses the bootstrapping
challenge by directly observing pre-correction errors instead of
relying on exploring different uncorrectable error patterns.

7.3

Number of Pre-Correction Errors per ECC Word
2
3
4
5

Reactive Phase Evaluation

In this section, we study each error profiler’s coverage of bits at risk
of indirect errors and examine the correction capability required
from the secondary ECC to safely identify the at-risk bits remaining
after active profiling. It is important to note that, unlike HARP,
neither Naive nor BEEP profiling achieve full coverage of bits at risk
of direct errors for all configurations. In such cases, multi-bit errors
can occur during reactive profiling that are not safely identified by

7.3.2 Secondary ECC Correction Capability. Fig. 9 shows the
worst-case (i.e., maximum) number of post-correction errors that
can occur simultaneously within an ECC word after active profiling.
11 Except

11

for a small number of direct and indirect errors that overlap.

7.4

This number is the correction capability required from secondary
ECC to safely perform reactive profiling.
Maximum Error Count. Fig. 9a shows a normalized histogram
of the maximum number of post-correction errors that can occur
simultaneously within each simulated ECC word given all at-risk
bits missed after 128 rounds of active profiling. We observe that
both HARP-U and HARP-A exhibit at most one post-correction
error across all configurations. This is because HARP identifies all
bits at risk of direct errors within 128 profiling rounds (shown in
Fig. 6), so only one error may occur at a time (i.e., an indirect error).
In contrast, both Naive and BEEP are susceptible to multi-bit errors.
In particular, BEEP’s relatively low coverage of bits at risk of direct
errors means that many multi-bit error patterns remain possible.
We conclude that, after 128 rounds of active profiling, a single-error
correcting secondary ECC is sufficient to perform reactive profiling
for HARP but insufficient to do so for Naive and BEEP.
Maximum Error Count. Fig. 9b shows how many active profiling
rounds are required to ensure that no more than an x-axis value of
post-correction errors can occur simultaneously in a single ECC
word during reactive profiling. We conservatively report results
for the 99th percentile of all simulated ECC words because neither
Naive nor BEEP achieve full coverage of bits at risk of direct errors
for all configurations within 128 profiling rounds. In cases where 128
profiling rounds are insufficient to achieve 99th-percentile values,
we align the bar with the top of the plot.
We make two observations. First, both HARP configurations
perform significantly faster than Naive and BEEP. For example,
with a 50% pre-correction per-bit error probability, HARP ensures that no more than one post correction error can occur in
20.6%/36.4%/52.9%/62.1% of the profiling rounds required by Naive
given 2/3/4/5 pre-correction errors. This is because HARP quickly
identifies all bits at risk of direct errors, while Naive and BEEP both
either (1) take longer to do so; or (2) fail to do so altogether (e.g.,
for the 100th percentile at a 50% per-bit error probability). Second,
BEEP performs much worse than any other profiler because it exhibits extremely low coverage of bits at risk of direct error (studied
in §7.2.1). We conclude that achieving high coverage of bits at risk
of direct errors is essential for minimizing the correction capability
of the secondary ECC.

12 HARP-A

is not shown in Fig. 10 (right) because it exhibits identical BER to HARP-U
after applying secondary ECC (i.e., because both profilers have identical coverage of
bits at risk of direct errors).

(a) Normalized histogram of the maximum number of simultaneous post-correction errors (x-axis) possible across all simulated ECC
words after 128 rounds of profiling.
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Case Study: DRAM Data Retention

In this section, we show how error profiling impacts end-to-end
reliability. We study the bit error rate of a system that uses a
bit-granularity repair mechanism (e.g., such as those discussed
in §2.2) to reduce the DRAM refresh rate, which prior work
shows can significantly improve overall system performance and
energy-efficiency [111, 147, 150, 171] and enable continued density scaling [136]. We assume that data-retention errors follow
the error model described in §2.4 (i.e., uniformly with a fixed raw
bit error rate, which is consistent with prior experimental studies [12, 47, 85, 146, 147, 161, 166]) and that the repair mechanism
perfectly repairs any at-risk bits that are identified by either active
or reactive profiling. We assume a (71, 64) SEC on-die ECC code
and a secondary ECC capable of detecting and correcting a single
error in each on-die ECC word during reactive profiling.
Fig. 10 illustrates the fraction of all bits that are at risk of postcorrection errors (i.e., the bit error rate) before (Fig. 10, left) and
after (Fig. 10, right) secondary ECC is applied (i.e., before and after
performing reactive profiling) given an x-axis number of active
profiling rounds. Each line marker shows a different data-retention
RBER (e.g., due to operating at different refresh rates).
We make three observations. First, all profilers in Fig. 10 (left)
behave consistently with the coverage analysis of §7.2.1. HARP
quickly identifies all bits at risk of direct error, but leaves indirect
errors to be identified by reactive profiling. Both Naive and BEEP
slowly explore different combinations of pre-correction errors, with
Naive steadily reducing the BER given more profiling rounds while
BEEP fails to do so.
Second, Fig. 10 (left) shows the benefit of HARP-A knowing the
on-die ECC function. While both HARP-U and HARP-A quickly
identify all bits at risk of direct errors, HARP-A also identifies bits
at risk of indirect errors, thereby considerably reducing the overall
BER (and therefore, the total number of bits) that remain to be
identified by reactive profiling.
Third, Fig. 10 (right) shows that both HARP12 and Naive reach a
BER of zero after sufficiently many profiling rounds, though Naive

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Maximum Number of Simultaneous Post-Correction Errors Possible

(b) Number of profiling rounds (y-axis) required to achieve 99thpercentile values of the maximum number of simultaneous postcorrection errors possible (x-axis).

Figure 9: Maximum number of simultaneous post-correction errors possible given all at-risk bits missed after 128 rounds of profiling.
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Figure 10: Data-retention bit error rate (BER) using an ideal repair mechanism before (left) and after (right) applying the secondary ECC.

takes significantly more profiling rounds to do so (e.g., 3.7× for
a per-bit pre-correction error probability of 75%). This behavior
is consistent with the fact that both profilers eventually achieve
full coverage of bits at risk of direct error (shown in §7.2.1) In
contrast, BEEP fails to reach a zero probability value because it
fails to achieve full coverage of bits at risk of direct error. Note that
HARP-U immediately identifies all bits at risk of direct errors in the
first profiling round with a per-bit pre-correction error probability
of 100%, so it is not visible in the rightmost plot.
We conclude that HARP effectively identifies all bits at-risk of
error faster than the baseline profilers, thereby enabling the repair
mechanism to safely operate at the evaluated raw bit error rates.
Although this case study uses a simple data-retention error model
that does not include low-probability errors or other failure modes
(discussed in §2.4), it demonstrates (1) the importance of a practical and effective error profiling algorithm in enabling a repair
mechanism to mitigate errors; and (2) the advantages that HARP
provides in an end-to-end setting by overcoming the error profiling
challenges introduced by on-die ECC.

8

identifies the challenges that on-die ECC introduces for error profiling. Of these works, only BEEP [145] is a profiling algorithm
that accounts for on-die ECC. However, BEEP focuses on reverseengineering pre-correction error locations using a slow algorithm
that we show is not well suited for identifying bits at risk of postcorrection error and still suffers from the three profiling challenges.
In contrast, we comprehensively study the three key challenges
that on-die ECC introduces for bit-granularity error profiling (§4),
which we address by proposing and evaluating HARP.

9

CONCLUSION

We study how on-die ECC affects memory error profiling and identify three key challenges that it introduces: on-die ECC (1) exponentially increases the number of at-risk bits the profiler must identify;
(2) makes individual at-risk bits more difficult to identify; and (3)
interferes with commonly-used memory data patterns. To overcome these three challenges, we introduce Hybrid Active-Reactive
Profiling (HARP), a new bit-granularity error profiling algorithm
that enables practical and effective error profiling for memory chips
that use on-die ECC. HARP exploits the key idea that on-die ECC
introduces two different sources of post-correction errors: (1) direct
errors that result from pre-correction errors within the data portion
of the ECC codeword; and (2) indirect errors that are a result of
the on-die ECC correction process. If all bits at risk of direct error
are identified, the number of concurrent indirect errors is upperbounded by the correction capability of on-die ECC. Therefore,
HARP uses simple modifications to the on-die ECC mechanism to
quickly identify bits at risk of direct errors and relies on a secondary
ECC within the memory controller to safely identify indirect errors. Our evaluations show that HARP achieves full coverage of all
at-risk bits in memory chips that use on-die ECC faster than prior
approaches to error profiling. We hope that the studies, analyses,
and ideas we provide in this work will enable researchers and practitioners alike to think about and overcome the challenge of how to
handle error detection and correction across the hardware-software
stack in the presence of on-die ECC.

RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, this is the first work to (i) conduct an analytical
study of how system-level error profiling interacts with on-die
ECC, and (ii) propose a bit-granularity error profiling algorithm
to support memory chips with on-die ECC. Main memory error
profiling is a long-standing and difficult problem that prior works
have tackled in many different ways. In our work, we focus on error
profiling algorithms in the context of on-die ECC. We briefly review
related works which we already compared to in prior sections.
Profiling Without On-die ECC. Prior works propose various
error profiling algorithms in the context of DRAM [11, 12, 24, 27,
29, 30, 40, 76–79, 82, 84, 86, 87, 103, 104, 109–111, 132, 145, 147,
150, 159, 171] and emerging main memory technologies such as
PCM and STT-RAM [48, 149, 168, 183]. To our knowledge, none of
these works identify or address the effects that on-die ECC has on
error profiling. Furthermore, many of the insights and/or solutions
developed by these works (e.g., algorithms for identifying lowprobability errors [77, 147, 149, 150, 159]) are complementary to
our work and can be integrated with HARP (e.g., during active
profiling) to improve error coverage.
Profiling With On-die ECC. To our knowledge, only two
works [145, 146] study how on-die ECC impacts memory error
characterization and profiling in detail. Unfortunately, neither work
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A ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION APPENDIX
A.1 Abstract

via their respective Makefile projects. For convenience, we provide
scripts lib/build_z3.sh and lib/build_einsim.sh that the user
may refer to for building the dependencies in-place.
The primary C++ application, called harp-artifacts, is built
using the top-level Makefile project. After building Z3 within
the subdirectory lib/z3 (which installs Z3’s C++ headers and
library within that directory), the top-level Makefile will build
harp-artifacts within the top-level directory.

Our artifacts provide the source code needed to replicate all experiments in the paper, including all figures. The artifacts comprise
two parts: (1) Monte-Carlo simulations that generate raw data; and
(2) data analysis scripts to parse, aggregate, and plot the data. This
appendix describes both parts and how to run them to replicate our
experiments.

A.2

Parameter
Program
Compilation
Run-time environment
Hardware
Output
Experiment workflow
Experiment customization
Disk space requirement
Workflow preparation time
Experiment completion time
Publicly available?
Code licenses

A.3

A.5

Artifact Check-list (Meta-information)

The artifacts are used to run three different experiments: Fig. 2,
Fig. 4, and Figs. 6-10. We have provided example scripts under
evaluations/ for automatically running the latter two; however,
we recommend the reader to extend these scripts based on their
own compute environment in order to parallelize the simulation
tasks (discussed in §A.7).

Value
C++ program and Python3/shell scripts
C++11 compiler (tested with GCC 8)
Debian 10 (or similar) Linux
Standard linux system (>= 40 GB RAM
recommended for the analysis scripts)
Plaintext data files and PDF files containing plots
Run simulations, aggregate output files,
and run analysis scripts on the outputs
Number of simulation jobs (i.e., MonteCarlo samples)
≈10-100 GB
≈1 day
≈1-2 weeks
Zenodo [148] and GitHub [3]
MIT

A.5.1 Fig. 2: Motivational Data. This is a standalone Python
script that runs in ≈10 seconds with 120 MB of memory using an
Intel i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80GHz. The script replicates Fig. 2 in a
PDF output file (or can generate an interactive Matplotlib figure
per command-line arguments).
A.5.2 Fig. 4: Post-correction Probability. This experiment
comprises two steps: (1) data generation from C++ Monte-Carlo
simulations and (2) data analysis using Python scripts.
Step 1: Data generation. harp-artifacts simulates how different representative ECC functions (i.e., single-error correcting Hamming codes with randomly-generated parity-check matrices) affect
ECC words that exhibit uniform-randomly generated pre-correction
error patterns. Each simulated error pattern comprises a single
Monte-Carlo simulation sample. The Python scripts then aggregate
these samples as part of Step 2.
The harp-artifacts binary takes several command-line arguments that are used to configure the experiment:
• Analysis: The experiment to run, either probabilities for the
Fig. 4 experiment or evaluations for the Figs. 6-10 experiment.
• ECC dataword length (k): The length (in bits) of a single-error
correcting Hamming code dataword. This parameter defines the
type of ECC code that will be generated and simulated (i.e., its
generator and parity-check matrix dimensions). Our evaluations
are all shown with k = 64, though we verified that all results
and conclusions are consistent with other representative values,
such as k = 128 (§7.1.2).
• Number of ECC codes: The number of Hamming code instances
to generate and simulate. Each code’s generator and paritycheck matrices are created uniform-randomly according to the
random seed command-line parameter.
• Number of ECC words: The number of ECC words to simulate
for each randomly-generated ECC code.
• Random seed: The random seed to use for the first ECC code generated. The random seed is then incremented when generating
each subsequent ECC code.
To run the simulations for this experiment, the analysis parameter
should be provided as probabilities. §A.7 summarizes different
configurations for the remaining parameters and their expected
runtime and memory usage impact. All simulation output will be

Description

A.3.1 How to Access. The artifacts are available on Zenodo with
DOI 10.5281/zenodo.5148592 [148] and on GitHub [3].
A.3.2 Hardware Dependencies. The artifacts are designed to
run on a typical Linux system. As §A.7 discusses in detail, the
C++ simulations are highly parallelziable with low memory requirements, so a system with more CPUs will reduce the overall
simulation time required. In contrast, the analysis scripts run as
single tasks that consume memory in proportion to the amount
of simulation data (up to 40 GB of memory for the full evaluation
configuration described in §A.7). Therefore a single machine with
a large memory may be necessary.
A.3.3 Software Dependencies.
• GNU Make
• C++11 build toolchain (tested with GCC 8 on Debian 10)
• Python 3 [169] with matplotlib [57], scipy [172], numpy [51]

A.4

Installation

No system installation is required; the C++ code can all be built
and run in place. The C++ application depends on both Z3 [35] and
EINSim [2], and we have: (1) included copies of both source distributions in the Zenodo distribution for sake of convenience; and (2)
integrated them in the GitHub source as submodules. However, the
user may also obtain their source files directly from the projects’
repositories. Both tools can be built using standard C++ toolchains13
13 Note

Experiment Workflow

that C++17 is required to build the latest version of Z3.
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given on stdout, which must be redirected to a text file to pass the
data to the Python analysis scripts in the next step.
Step 2: Data analysis. The Python script script/figure_
4-parse_postcorrection_probabilities_data.py accepts an
input file containing the raw output from the previous step. The
script will then parse, aggregate, analyze, and plot the data using
matplotlib (either interactively or saved to a PDF file, based on a
command-line switch).

discuss different configurations of harp-artifacts and how they
impact runtime and memory usage when running on a compute
cluster comprising Intel Xeon Gold 5118 systems.
A.8.1 Fig. 4 Estimation. Table 3 summarizes the expected runtime and disk usage of a single task for different harp-artifacts
configurations when running the Fig. 4 experiment. In the evaluations we present in §7, we run 16 instances of the “Evaluated”
configuration shown in Table 3, amounting to a total of 74 GB of
disk usage and approximately 1 CPU-day of total execution time.
In general, the Fig. 4 simulations dump a large amount of raw data.
However, the runtime and memory usage are relatively low, so the
reader may feasibly replicate our full evaluation configuration.

A.5.3 Figs. 6-10: Profiler Evaluation. This experiment runs in
two parts: (1) data generation from C++ Monte-Carlo simulations
and (2) data analysis using Python scripts. The experiment workflow
is nearly identical to that of §A.5.2.
Step 1: Data generation. All harp-artifacts command-line parameters operate the same way as in §A.5.2, except the analysis
parameter must be given as evaluations for this experiment.
In evaluations mode, harp-artifacts simulates the coverage
achieved by the different profiling mechanisms that we evaluate
in §7. These simulations are extremely time consuming due to the
complexity of calculating error coverage, which requires a large
number of computations, including repeated SAT solver invocations.
§A.7 provides the expected runtimes for different configurations
that the reader may use to estimate a viable configuration based on
their available compute resources.
Step 2: Data analysis. The Python script script/figures_
6to10-parse_evaluation_data.py accepts an input file containing the raw output from the previous step and is run the same way
as the script in §A.5.2. Each figure is output either interactively or
in individual PDF files based on a command line switch.

A.6

Configuration K ECC codes ECC words Runtime
Reduced
64 10
100
≈30 sec.
Evaluated
64 100
10000
≈90 min.
Table 3: Estimated runtime and disk usage for one
harp-artifacts when running the Fig. 4 experiment.

A.8.2 Figs. 6-10 Estimation. Table 4 summarizes the expected runtime and disk usage of a single task for different
harp-artifacts configurations when running the Figs. 6-10 experiments. In the evaluations we present in §7, we run 256 instances
of the “Evaluated” configuration shown in Table 4, amounting to
a total of 3.4 GB of disk usage and approximately 14 CPU-years
of total execution time. In general, the memory and disk usage for
harp-artifacts is negligible in this experiment, but the runtime
can be a considerable limitation.
Configuration K ECC codes ECC words Runtime Disk Usage
Reduced
8 1
1
≈10 sec. Reduced
16 1
1
≈30 sec. Reduced
32 1
1
≈5 min.
Reduced
64 1
1
≈30 min. Evaluated
64 10
100
≈20 days 13 MB
Table 4: Estimated runtime and disk usage for one instance of
harp-artifacts when running the Figs. 6-10 experiment.

Evaluation and Expected Results

To replicate the results in this paper, it suffices to run each of
the experiments as discussed in §A.5. Note that, as we discuss in
§A.7, our full evaluation configuration is long-running due to the
large number of Monte-Carlo samples that we simulate. It is not
necessary to simulate this many samples to replicate our results;
even with relatively few samples, the data yields similar conclusions.
In general, we leave the reader to determine how many samples they
can realistically simulate based on their available compute resources.
To facilitate this, §A.7 provides runtime estimates measured during
our own evaluations.

A.7

As we mention in §A.6, it is not necessary to run the full “Evaluated” configuration to replicate our results. By the nature of MonteCarlo simulation, simulating more ECC codes and ECC words improves the accuracy of the final estimates. However, the end conclusions are already apparent with relatively few samples (albeit
with more noise in the data). Therefore, if running the full “Evaluated” configuration is infeasible, we recommend running a reduced
configuration based on the available compute resources. Note that
the average runtime scales linearly with the number of samples
because the same computation is performed for each sample. For
example, reducing the “Evaluated” configuration to 1 ECC code per
task would reduce the average runtime by a factor of 10, resulting
in jobs that comple in approximately 48 hours.
We find that the Python analysis for the full evaluated configuration (i.e., all 3.4 GB of output) takes approximately 3 hours and
consumes 40 GB of memory. We observe that the memory usage is
roughly linear in the number of evaluated ECC codes and words.

Experiment Customization

As §A.5.2 describes, harp-artifacts has independent commandline parameters to control the number of ECC codes and ECC words
simulated. Using the ECC code parameter, it is possible to parallelize
the simulations across different invocations of harp-artifacts
(e.g., as independent jobs on different compute nodes). For example,
simulating 100 ECC words for each of 1000 ECC codes can be done
by simulating 10 ECC codes per job across 100 independent jobs
(and incrementing the random seed by 10 for each subsequent job
to avoid repeating the same experiment). The Python data analysis
scripts will aggregate the raw data, regardless of how the ECC codes
are partitioned.

A.8

Disk Usage
4.8 MB
4.6 GB
instance of

Estimating Runtime and Memory Usage

Running the experiments for Fig. 4, and Figs. 6-10 requires accounting for available compute and memory resources. In this section, we
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